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FJRSQ1WBL COTMSSLIKO- WORK 

Description of the Job 
A personnel counselor*a duties consist of maintaining a 

relation Kith employees and supervisors throughout the work unit to 
which ha is assigned (approximately 300 employees) which will per
mit aim to analyze and hmlp correct employee illations problems that 
say be present through the application of a specialised Interviewing 
technique* 1!hese problems vary with aituationa hut they ordinarily 
include aaoh things a* the correction of problem cases, the altera
tion of emotional attitudes and distorted Ideas which lessen morale 
or hlnde* efficiency and the improvement of unsatisfactory relations 
between employee and supervisor or between one aatployte and another. 
fferacnal Characteristics 
Age: "The main consideration with respect to age is that the 

person be nature* No further limits except as my be 
imposed by considerations listed below* (Probably be
tween 30 and 45 years of age.) 

Service: $fo limits but the min point in taking them from within 
the plant Is to secure people with considerable experi
ence with the Company. Would therafore prefer peopls 
with as much service as possible considering the limit
ations imposed by the other requirements listed below* 
(Probably 10 to SO yem*s of service.) 

Education* College training has not been looked upon as a require
ment because the training required is not taught In 
college. People selected, however, should be capable 
of assimilating material of at least college graduate 
level* 

Ixperltaee: Preferably should have worked as an individual In the 
shop sufficiently long to have a first hand understand
ing of ampler** sentiments - the things that are impor
tant to them and those that are unimportant* 
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Status ia 
Clompaay: I if a aoa-^poryiaor, he should be as out stamping aar 

ployaa ia Jbiin group and should be capable of earning 
a aoaatdarabla rate iaortase on. his praseat job or 
bo eligible for upgrading or pi'ojaotlon to supervisory 
rank. 

If a supervisor, he should b® ra$a#da& as one who is 
capable of advaaeiag at leaat oaa level higher. 

This matte* of status is importaat because it isill be 
aeoassary for us to be able to reward tho amployoe 
for doiag good work aa a aou&s&loa? and still be able 
to ;r#bura him to line stork if it appears that hie as 
wall as the coiapaay' s iater«ats would be better served 
that vtay. 

Bat 6: Hi a rat© of pay should be goveraed by the above eoa-
sideratioasu Orctiaarily, maximum viould be $300#00. 

Persoaolityj He should be the typa of peraoa who does act beuome 
eoafuaed or bothered yrhea thisgfi go wrasg. He should 
possess the quality of patiaaoe to aa uausual degree. 
He should ea^oy aeetiag people iwhom he does not itaom 
nail aad ha should be capable of maiataiaiag a parsoa-
al frieadahip over a eoaaiderable period of time* 
this eharaeteriatio usually follows troa aot too 
atroag poreoaal aabitioas, fan* at^ong peraoaal biases 
and a itilliagne»« to aubordiaate himself aad hi* ideas 
oa a sabjeet to those of the other fallow. Ha aleo 
should be able to expra** himself off actively Twhea 
called upoa bat ha should aot toad to use this abil
ity to impress others or to sail hiaaelf • 
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i , ^i*«ti©tt 

1#1 there- are «o objective -rules to be followed or tests wbieh 
©*** be given, to aasare aanaasa ia the selection of eoiiaselora* 

1.2 So ©&e 1pp6 of Ima^oatsd or sxperieaae «eej»$ to *tss& #st 
an preferable r#q\iir#*tnt. 

1*5 With TigtMPd to educational requirements, a oollegs? d«4£re# 
seen* to be b«n«f icial if th» applicant has •xp«ri*ac»d a 
jptrioaal groaih in the ability to- «*et and attend to social 
sSimtioas ahile at school* fjj#sa.fei»d of people are ssore 
versatile ia adapting iheasflvas ia aee sitmtioaa. too 
aueh upeaialisatioa usually i» a hendieap* 

1*4 Any •xp*rl#nc« or s*t of m$mi*mM wbich ieadei to develop 
* tiaeed point of vie* or a abates of positive or aggressive 
fttftttttift aalcaa the adju»tra«Et to the counseling point of via* 

1,5 Success in selettlag cou»««lor* depends on: 
1.31 A Uorough Urtder«t*ftding of the eottaaeling point of 

iris*. 
1.62 Experience la selecting sad training counselors. 

1,$ Gamiral things to look for. ia an applieent. 
l,dl Is should bar* a highly developed s/»te« of social 

•kills ahich p«r»it Miii to fsal qo*Hfort*bl» ia and 
adjust to a wida variety of scsial situations* 

1.88 Is should have a basis interest ia the other fello* 
and what is going on around hia. 

1M as should be inclined to ase this interest and its re
sultant aadarataadiag to effeet iaprorssteats in tbe 
satisfaction* people ere. getting fro* their experiences 
rather than for the setisfnation be night get froa be
ing able to iaflaeiMie or control or analyse people. 

1*94 Be shoald bm attractive pnysieelljr witfcoat hating habits 
of dress or asa—rlsae whioh sail aadue attention to 
ainself* i> th* sane token, he should be free froa 
pfaysieel oafsets, nervous habits, eta* 
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1.65 Hi should be intellectually curious, bate tbe ability 
ana a strong urge to learn aoaetbi^ ̂  *» «** and 
different* 

2* training toe »ew counselor. 
$*1 Counselor training at Hawthorne ia carried out under tbe 

close and alaost constant supervision of e^erieaoed coun
selors* 

2.2' A new counsslor entering tbe departis»»t is told thai he 
should keep three 'things is. mind daring the period (appro*-
inately two week*) before he la assigned to a shop territory. 
2.21 He needs to become generally and roughly acquainted 

with the works* . that is, ha should be abla to get 
about without getting lost, hawe a rough idea of the 
Coapaay organisation* know where none if the aore 
generally known type* of apparatus are neaufactured. 

E.22 is need* to becoae acquainted also with the people he 
- if going: to work with, is is told that the experienced 

. counselor* «ae be a real help to bin if he uses this 
period in which ha ia besotting acquainted to snscurafS 
• than to answer questions and talk about their work. 

2*28 Tbe new eouasalor also is told that he used* to have a 
general understanding of our research experience and be 
able to answer siaple question* about the work. 

£.5 During the base traiciug period, the eouasslor is givsn eoa~ 
slderable reading material* Be ia advised to discuss this 
steading with hie *upe*visor as there are general points of 
importance in each thing he reads but he should mt spsnd too 
such tine trying to understand each article in detail. It is 
reading for- a general orientation, to the interviewing point 
of view ratter than speeifi© Job instructions, the reading 

!• Fanphlets regarding, Uostera Eleatrio and A .7,4 f * 

2. Fanphlets regarding our research experience and the 
history of coaaseling. 

5. ranphlsts on interviewing* 
4. Several books and aaaphlets based on the Freudian 

point of view* 9rm these he is expected to get an 
appreeiatioa of eertaia forme of aboor*el behavior 
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S« Piag«t*« reQorts of hi* experiment* with the thinking 
of the .sMM* from tht»e be can observe th* gar* 
that meeds to b* t«k«n if a situation is to b* cr«̂ .t*d 
which, will permit free spontaneous expression, Piaget 
also bat a system of classifying ohild thought which 

$•4 At the completion of th* base training period, the counselor 
Is asaigned to a shop- territory where his total activity is' 
guided fey his supervisor, f ha counselor in taught to act and 
think' in terse of a specific point of view. As an aid in 
%(5coaplishing thii, all his contact* with employees and super
visors are recorded verbatia. frm ma exsminition of his ex-
perienee and with th* halo of a supervisor, the nmmmlQi? 
learns over & period extending frow eighteen months to two 
year» to consistently create a situation in which the employee 
feels £rem to talk and think in * very personal way about him* 
self and his experiences* the specific training involved 
varies witfc sash counselor* Our aim is to give each soaasslor 
all the assistance we man in developing an intelleotiial under-
practice interviewing. Actually* he learns from Interviewing 
and from face 4m f*ee contacts in. many comfortable and uncom
fortable situations. 

" Amtw 
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THE SELECTION OF COUNSELORS 

1* No one type of background or experience seems to stand out 
or to be preferable. However, it may be significant that some of the 
counselors have had experience working with people in such a way that 
they have obtained an attitude of sympathetic understanding of others* 
They have obtained an attitude of tolerance* interest and a thoughtful 
desire to learn more of the emotional habit patterns of themselves and 
others* On the whole, it would seem undesirable for an applicant to 
have had experience implying "too much authority." From that experience 
an individual may have developed a drive which demands a continued re
lationship offering this kind of status. A genuine interest in the 
field of social sciences such as psychology,, sociology, social anthro
pology or social case studies is advantageous to the understanding of 
the scope and the purpose of the field of counseling* 

2* wlien considering educational background, a college degree 
seems to be beneficial if the applicant has experienced a personal 
growth in his ability to meet and cope with social situations while at 
school. This type of person, experienced in adapting himself to new 
situations, will carry this versatility into his work. Applicants with
out college degrees are desirable providing they have attained the same 
characteristics through other experiences. 

3. Too much specialisation is usually a handicap because of the 
fact that in the process of specialising the applicant may have acquired 
a fixed way of looking at behavior and methods of therapy that would make 
the acceptance of counseling difficult if not impossible* This holds 
true primarily with specialised training in the field of psychology, for 
specialists in that field often tend to look at methods and techniques 
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2. 
involved rather than attend to natural easy relationships in the assign
ed territory* A specialist is often seeking recognition or personal ad-
vanoement that counseling cannot offer to the degree that he may demand* 
These same remarks are applicable in other fields such as sociology* 
theology, social service, etc* It is not intended to rule out special
ists, but care should be taken in selecting a person with such training 
to ascertain how much effect the acquiring of degrees has had on the per
son and his attitude concerning the degree and what it means to him* Prior 
experiences can be evaluated in terms of vocational choice — one who has 
voluntarily chosen such fields as scientific research or statistics which 
direct interest away from human association would suggest negative prognosis. 

4* While interest in people is a pre-requisite,, as usual, pre
caution must be taken against the extreme* The "crusadern who is over-
emotional in his zeal for helping the unfortunate and righting social 
wrongs is likely to have one of two disqualifications. He may find it 
difficult to be impersonal or objective in his attitude, or he may re
sort to revolutionary methods* While "crusading" can be channeled into 
a desirable counseling attitude it is a difficult adjustment, and the 
"crusader" is not likely to derive much personal satisfaction from the 
job. The above has implied the desirability of emotional stability which 
again may be expressed to the trained observer through the candidate's 
reaction to the stimuli of the interviewer, a balanced perspective of 
his own training and experience, and some recognition of the possibilities 
of counseling and his own fitness for the job. 

5* The following suggests some of the desirable qualities to look 
for in an applicant: 
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a) Priority should be given to a pleasant, inviting personality 

and may be judged by the way the applicant meets people 
and in which the interviewer visualizes his personal con
tacts in the industrial situation* 

b) Of prime importance is a manifest interest in people which 
serves as a basis for a significant understanding of others 
and of the motive, attitudes, and drives which govern their 
behavior* 

c) Closely allied is the essential factor of sensitivity to 
human relationships and social situations which may be ob
served through the applicants response to the interview
ing situation itself, through his accounts of prior exper
iences and through expressed reactions to hypothetical 
situations suggested by the interviewer* 

d) The personal and social maturity of a recent college graduate 
may also be determined partially through the application 
form* However, maturity is estimated in terms other than 
mere chronological age and should be further evaluated through 
the aid of the interviewer* While age limits should be flexi
ble, the optimum age should probably fall within the limits 
of 25 and 40, although it is true that some persons tend to 
become stereotyped before the upper limit and others may 
continue to grow and adapt to ages beyond 40* The criterion 
should be whether one has 20 years of experience or one year 
of experience 20 times* 

e) The counselor should be attractive physically without having 
habits or mannerisms which call undue attention to himself. 
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He should be free from physical defects, nervous habits, 
etc. These dress habits or mannerisms may in themselves 
indicate some unusual need on the part of the applicant 
to be recognized socially or to be socially acceptable 
and may be significant of some deeper-set feeling of 
social insecurity or deficiency which would cause the ap-
plicant real difficulty in being natural and acceptable 
to the people in the counseling territory that might be 
assigned to him. 

It has been proposed that: 
a) Some kind of attitude or personality test be used, with the 

idea of correlating results of these tests with the perfor
mance of present counselors and applicants. After a base 
has been established with these tests, they may be used for 
the prognosis of prospective employees, 

b) A three month probation period to be established. At the end 
of such time a review of the counselor's progress would be 
made to determine the individual's ability to orient himself 
to the counseling point of view* It is further suggested 
that all supervisors within the department should contact 
the new employee at least three times during the trial period, 
with the view in mind of determining what this employee's pro
gress and ability seem to be at these points, 

c) A systematic procedure be adopted, to be followed after inter
viewing an applicant* Each supervisor will present his appli
cant interview outline in a formal conference for group dis
cussion* The applicant interview outline mentioned above 
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will provide space for the supervisors evaluation of 
the applicant based on the following points: 

Education 
Experience 
H intellectual curiosity" 
Nature of interest in job 
Social Skills 
Interest in fellow men 
Maturity 
Physical appearance 



•APPLICANT INTERVIEW OUTLINE 
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^pplicant_ 

Supervisor 

Date 

1. Education 

2. Experience 

3# Intellectual Curiosity 

4# Nature of Interest in Job 

5. Social Skills 

6. Interest in Fellow Men 

7. Maturity 

8. Physical Appearance 



BBOJIRSKSSTS FOR PSRSCKMEL COUKSBLCES 

In discussing the requirements for personnel counselors* we can hast 
proceed by first outlining the skills required of a counselor and 
then as & second step, briefly describing the personal qualifications 
which we have found to be necessary for the successful application of 
theoe skills. 

1. Skill ID Understanding 
the tersi "understanding" is not cowsonly thought of as a skill and 
it is used here only for lack of a better tern* In the field c£ 
counseling* we are said to understand another person when we can 
discern the factors underlying the person's present behavior, his 
actives, goals, and customary way* of reacting to his life*a situ* 
at ions. In order to ̂ understand", therefore, a counselor mist have 
a body of theoretical knowledge and seme experience in the prac
tical use of that knowledge. This enables hint to determine signi
ficance in what he sees or hears* This use of theoretical 
knowledge enables hi* to understand the personal and social con
texts out of which all behavior arises. 

2, Skill in Listening 
The kind of listening & counselor does in an interview situation 
requires constant mental activity on his pert* Sot only ie he 
attentive to what the other person is saying, but he is alo mak
ing discriminations about what is said* These discriminations are 
of the following order: 
2*1 How Much of what I understand this person to be saying is due 

to my own personal interpretation of hie statements and how 
much of it is what he is really trying to say. This involves 
the factor which we call objectivity on the part of the coun
selor'* The counselor can readily read in hie own values, 
standards, convictione and beliefs into what the other person 
is saying and in so far am he dose this, he is failing to 
understand the otlter person* In effect, he relates what he 
hears to hie own situation rather than to the situation of 
the epeaker* 

2,2 To whet extent does the employee*s talk reflect a wiaundtr-
standing of the ccumuelor's function? Does be attempt te 
impress the counseler favorably or does he appear to be argu
ing a case in the expectation that the cownselor will act in 
his behalf? Sometimes this is difficult to detect and be-
cooes apparent only when the talk is analysed for significant 
omdsslons or gejierel patterns after the interview for nee in 
xutwre coBM&te* 
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2.3 Assuming that the counaelor is competent and that the em
ployee understands and accepts his function, the counselor 
Is constantly- on the alert for the personal lapHeations 
of what is being said. That la to say, he is focusing his 
attention on the underlying feelings and attitudes which 
are prompting the employee's expression. Such basic feel
ings and attitudes are not often apparent but are neat 
readily indicated in statements of Judgment, evaluations 
and appraisals. It Is the counselor»a skill of listening 
which enables bin to recognise basic feelings in these or 
any other areas of expression. As he listens he constantly 
keeps in wind the patterns of feelings being expressed and 
their interrelationships. 

3# Skill in Observing 
3.1 At a simple level, a counselor must be sensitive to mannerisms, 

unconscious gestures, postures and carriage as indicative of 
habitual attitudes and changes in them. 

3.2 At a more advanced level, the counselor must have some aware
ness of physical symptoms of personal Maladjustment and 
peychopathology. These range from simple ticks and grimaces 
to indications of incapacity to fix and sustain the attention, 
lack of coherence, lack of responsiveness and indications of 
deterioration of •motional capacity. 

3.3 The counselor is also aware of the individual's social inter
action in his work group and he needs to assess this habitual 
interaction pattern from the standpoint of its possible bear
ing on any difficulties the employee ie encountering. 

3.4 The counselor is also aware of the composition of the work 
group as a whole In order to determine direction and extent 
of activity. 

4. Skill in Talking 
A counselor*s skill in listening is reflected in his verbal par-

• tlclpatlon in the interview. Thus, the talking he does is of first 
importance. This talking eenslsts of: 
4.1 Belating himself to the other person so that his function will 

be understood and accepted. In order to do this, the coun
selor must be'sure of himself. He must have a pretty full 
awareness of what he is sappeeed to do backed by conviction 
that his function is valid fremv the standpoint of the Company 
and socially useful. Backed with this kind of solid founda
tion, the counselor aaa instill confidence. Confidence cannot 
be gained merely by the guarantee of personal anonymity. 
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4*2 The talking a counselor does in an interview is slued at what 
at first glance appears to he two contradictory objectives. 
On the one hand it encourages an ever broadening area of talk 
and once having obtained it, he ia then interested in narrow
ing it down again. He Is interested In broadening the circle 
because people habitually pinpoint their difficulties. That 
Is, they tend to narrow them down to an oversimplified state
ment of the situation. At this level, the possible relevant 
areas bearing upon the problem are excluded from the employee's 
thinking. Thus the counselor encourages talk in many areas and 
he likes to listen to seemingly irrelevant, inconsistent and 
sometimes silly chatter. All of this is designed to help the 
individual bring himself fully into the picture. All the time 
this la going on as described previously, the counselor Is 
listening attentively and observing tfce patterns of feelings 
being expressed. Then the situation seems appropriate, he in
cludes these feelings in his response to the employee. These 
responses must be so designed that the employee not only accepts 
them but Is stimulated by them to proceed further in his think
ing. Thus the employee is able to acquire a new point of focus 
which may lead to a new type of motivation. 

PEBSCKAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. Appearance and Behavior 

His appearance, general behavior and the quality of his thinking 
should be such that he will be regarded as someone worth while 
talking to and also as someone who possesses sincerity, warmth and 
sensitivity. 

2- hXSL 

The moat desirable age range for applicants seeme to be between 
twenty-two and forty, although chronological age is not the decid
ing factor in Itself. A more youthful applicant should, of course, 
demonstrate that he will approach his work in a serious and 
responsible manner. Also he should demonstrate and ability to 
recognise and act upon the realities of his surroundings rather 
than as he feels they should be. An older applicant should , on 
the other hand, demonstrate an ability to remain flexible in his 
evaluations and not to be dependent upon evaluations of a static 
or pre-dmtermiaed nature. 

3. Coatpeay Service 
Previews serviee In- the Company is not essential, but it can he of 
value in providing a background for ready integration with employ
ees, and also for providiag a basis for his use in determining his 
personal conduct in the Company* 
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4* Education 
A college education is desirable, but can be waived as a require
ment if the applicant is sufficiently outstanding in other respects. 
His field of specialisation in college need net be limited to the 
social sciences., The important question is whether or not the 
college experience helped to equip the applicant with an ability 
for nature observation, thinking and action. Training in the 
social sciences can be useful, but its importance lies chiefly in 
its being an indication of a direction of interest. 

5. Other Work Experience 
Previous work experience is not a requireeent. However, where 
there has been other work experience, it night be profitable to 
observe the skill which the applicant deaenstratee, in his dis
cussing his Integration with those with whom he previously worked 
and also to note whether the applicant tended to be in a field of 
work which tended either to isolate hist from, or involve hint with 
other people. It night also be well to examine whether the 
applicant seemed chiefly interested in acting upon others for his 
own personal gain or whether this was balanced with a recognition 
and concern about the impression and effect he was having on 
others. 
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A Integrity 

X Truthfulness 

1. Will you be able to accept his statements without sifting 
them for the truth? 

2. Will he distort the facts as a matter of convenience, 
expediency? 

3 . Will he fee able to assess a situation for what it is or 
will his perception*1 be clouded, unreliable, distorted? 

-) 4 . Is his idea of honesty of a mobile nature, elastic or is 
it grounded in an integrity of mind? 

II Sincerity 

1. Was there anything in the interview, either fact or feeling, 
which led you to believe the applicant was trying to make 
an itapression? 

2. It is understood, of course, that an applicant tries to 
put his beat foot forward but this can be accomplished 
without a shell of artificiality. Do his reasons for 
his actions and his attitudes toward people and things 
seem to fit into the total picture of himself as developed 
for you in the interview? 

3 . Or is there a lack of harmony between what he says he is 
and what you thin?* he is? 

4* So you think his motives for wanting the job are sincere? 
5« Will the counselors and employees have confidence in him 

as a person? 

Ill Frankness 

!• Does the applicant seem to be open in his statements or does 
he seem to pick and choose? 

2. Do you have the feeling that you know the applicant pretty 
• well as a result of the interview? 

3 . Are there blind spots in his portrayal of himself? 
4. Does he tread lightly when talking in certain areas? 
5» Does he feel uncomfortable in talking about himself in 

certain areas? 
6» Does he ask questions of the interviewer in order to 

take attention away from himself? 
7« As a counselor, would he £ive you an accurate description 

of his territory and his performance or would he slant the 
description to bolster his status and prestige? 

IV* Tolerance 

!• Are his likes and dislikes of such a nature and intensity 
as to interfere with the job? 

2m Does he have a condescending, patronizing attitude toward 
people, especially workers? 
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_-3« Docs he have a v/holesocss respect for the native capacity 
of the worker for self-determination? 

4 . yill he find it necessary to 'help* the employees? 
5» Mill his own beliefs, prejudices, and attitudes interfere 

with' his work? 
--6. fMH. he be interested in •what other counselors think 

aoout the job in order to add to his own knowledge? 
7« Or will he condemn whatever is 'foreign* or does not 

fit in with his ideas? 

? Loyalty 
1. «HL11 his loyalties to the company, organization, section 

v job, supervisors, fellow counselors be founded on principles 
of justice and fairness? 

2. WiH he seriously sacrifice the job and jeopardize Ms 
fellow counselors to his own aggrandizement? 

3* Hill he contribute to a wholesome cooperative atmosphere 
in the organization? 

4* Or will he create disharmony, unrest, ill-will, suspicion, 
disgust? 

8 Stability 

I Maturity 

1. Does he think like an adult? 
2# Are his values those of a 1grown up'? 
3* Does he exhibit any 'depth' in his attitudes, feelings? 
4 . Does he give the impression of being flighty, disorganized? 
5# Has he been 'misunderstood*? 
6. Is ho attracted to counseling because of his own 

'psychological neede'? 
7. $bat do you think of his 'emotional stability'? 
8* Would his personal needs interfere with his concentration 

on the employee? 
$>• la he anchored sufficiently emotionally to withstand 

being bowled over by employee problems? 

II Responsibility 

1. Does he possess this attribute in a sufficient degree 
to enable him to perform the counseling job? 

*J 2. Will the supervisor have to be 'on his heels'? 
3. Will the applicant be able to develop the job satis

factorily from the framework given him by hie supervisor? 

4 
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4. Jill he * depend1 on the supervisor or others to the 
detrisient of his owi growth on the job? 

5. Will he be able, to comprehend the job in its broader 
aspects and work out the details in the light of these 
broader aspects? 

6. IiHH the kind of responsibility demanded on the counsel
ing job be asking too naich of this applicant because of 
his literal-mindedness? 

7. Will he succumb to the lack of detailed and definite 
guideposis and directions? 
'Jill he perform the requirements of the job through a 
sens© of justice and fairness even though it would be \ t 
possible to V̂ et away* with not fulfilling the job J 
requirements? * 

III Bellability 

1. TJill you bo able to depend on the applicant to exhibit the 
accepted behavior in terms of reporting for work, bein^ 
on tiice, notifyias about absences, making out reports, 
inforrain»i his supervisor of deviations in procedures, 
asking for the necessary permissions and passes? 

7 2. * Jill he be working all the angles? 
3. Does he possess a sense of propriety that will govern 

hia behavior in matters of procedures, policies, rules, 
privileges? 

IV Fortitude 
1. Will the applicant show energy and courage in performing 

his job? • 
2. IJill rebuffs in the territory *floor him* permanently? 
3* will he be easily discouraged? 
4« 'Jill he seek and use constructive methods in overcoming 

obstacles? 

V Application 

1. Dill the applicant consistently givo the required tin* 
and effort to the job? 

2. Hill he overcome a natural Serbia* to avoid joins 
* into the territory when he is not in the 'isocd*? 

3. vill hQ take the necessary r.eans to arow on the job? 
• 4« Is he energetic? 

5« If oo, will his energy be directed to a performance 
of the job or be focused on intereot3 that lie outside 
the scope of counseling? 

i 
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VI Objectivity 
1. Will the applicant maintain a 'balance' in the face of 

irritating asd discouraging aspects of the job? 
2. Will he become 'aroused* or 'upset' at inconvenience, 

change, disaijspointajents? 
34 Mill he be able to 'screen' the output of the grapevine 

and rumor mart so as not to be unduly distracted from 
his job? 

4. Will he be a stabilizing force in the organization? 
5* Will he tend to form cliques or be an easy victim for 

one who doss? 

0 Intelligence 

I ?act 

1. Will ha be able to deal effectively and harmoniously 
with the exigencies arising froa his job in the territory 
and in the counseling organization? 

II Judgment 
^ 1» Does he have the sensitivity to ̂ rasp the total 'field' 
' in a given situation and the ability to perceive the 

significaace of the forces that are operating in that 
situation? 

Z 2. Will he miss the subtleties of a face-to-face situation? 
3. Can he size up what's going on in a group or individual 

contact? 
4» Boos he 'catch on' easily or do most things have to 

be spelled out before he can costprehend? 
5. will he perceive easily, spontaneously, intuitively 

the 'tonal qualities' of the interpersonal relations 
encountered on the job? 

1 6. What about his apperception? 
7* Will the qualities of his participation in a personal 

situation be mobile and facile or rigid and 3todgy? 
8, In performing the job will he have the capacity to 

put first things first? 
9. Will his judgment remain ours in ticklish or awkward 

situations? 

™ aaicatlop 

1. lias hl3 education otinulated hi a curiosity at out further 
knowledge? 4 
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r 2, Bo you think he ia burnt out? 
3. ITill he he content to let his 'degree* do hia job froa 

now on? 
4. Has his academic training taade him conceited, smug 

â sressive, domineering? 
5. Does he think he should know all the answers now? 
6. Has his lack of formal training &iade him over~a,̂ r̂ asive, 

defensive? 
7. Or has it caused hia to be humble, opsn-sdnded, desirous 

of knowledge, self-reliant, appreciative? 
C , Does his ability to egress hiiaself orally and in writing 

meet the job requirements? 

B Adaptability 

2 Ability to Listen 
1. >jhat kind of attention does he ̂ ive? 
2. Is it easy, forced, strained, artificial, sincere? 
3. Is it easy to talk to him? 
4* Does his reaction to the things you tell hia stimulate 

you to tell him more? 
% Do your statements seer, to penetrate easily? 
6. Does he seem to be actively participating even when 

listening? 
7. Does he jet loet frequently? 
e. I*hat causes him to lose the 'place*, the difficulty 

of the concepts or a lack of deep interest? 
9. Does he use hia "listening time' nainly to v/ait for 

you to finish talking? 
10. Did he 'get off* at several 'stops' back? 

Would the counselors like to talk to him? 
12. Uould the employees? 
13- Do you think he was bored with what you told him? 
14. Does ho seen to be in a hurry to get sons place? 

II Capacity for Growth 

v 1. tfill he adjust to the counseling job? 
2. Will reorientation be accomplished v/ithout too liUch 

'pain'? 
1 3« .*Till his particular mentality be receptive to 

experiences that make for growth? 
4 . tfili he tend to build a shell of techniques that 

will prevent penetration of jrewth experiences? 
5* Will hie development stop at a superficial level 

or will it tend to be a continual process? 
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2X1 Social Skill 
1. Will he be able to relate himself to the employees, 

supervisors, counselors, and others? 
2. Will his response to social situations be acceptable? 
3. Arc there deficiencies isi his personality that will 

cause resistance? 
4. Does his behavior stem frost a well-integrated personality 

or is it something artificial* copied, irrelevant? 
5. Will he bo secure in Ids social relations? 
6. Or '.rill his insecurity proir.pt techniques of behavior 

that are inappropriate, frenzied, nervous, conniving, 
dishonest? 

7. Will he be relaxed? 
( Will he give the impression of wanting to be elsewhere? 

9. Will he be able to initiate centacts without the need 
for a 1crutch*? 

10. 'Will his approach be easy, pleasant, sincere? 
1 1 . Will his relationships develop, deepen, strengthen, the 

longer be is in the territory? 
12. Is there anything about him that villi create antagonisms, 

hostilities, irritations? 
13. Will he subordinate his personal interosts to those of 

the job in his employee contacts? 
14. Will he 'use* his contacts for purposes of personal gain 

and to the detriment of the counseling service? 
•7 15 • Will his behavior bo exssiplary? 
' 16. Will he make a favora'olo impression on the employees 

and supervisors? <^M^LJ 
17. Will the impression he creates-â est the plant in 

general redound to the benefit of the counseling 
organization? 

18. Will he be able to approach higher supervision? 
19. Will he feel more at home with supervisors than with 

e&ployees? 
20. Will he get along with his boss but not with his fellow 

counselors? 
7 21 . Will he be accepted for what he is? \4e~w £tvw t. r,. 

22. Will he buy acceptance by favors? ^ 
23. Will he contribute to the harmony in tha departr̂ nt? 
24« Docs he exude warmth? 
25. Will Ms.^nceof humor add to the pleasure ~f the 

joo^Ai {tt&l as a shock-absorber in *fallure*? 
26. Will he be able to cra3p the humor in humorous 

situations? 
27. Will ho b3 able to lau$i at himself? 

I? Job Interest 
1 . Will his ,70b interests be coxpatible with t.iocc of the coun

seling organization? 
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7. 

7 2. Will the values with vMch counseling is concerned 
r be in harmony with the applicant 'a own set of values? 
3* V/ill the applicant find substance in the job? 

^ 4* V/ill the aims, goals, objectives, values of the job 
be too sepaented for the applicant? 

5. With training and experience will he be able to 
penetrate beyond the vnors obvious of the values? 

• . i/ill he experience frequent periods of not being 
jlAA^rM~-- in the mood to counsel? 

7* VJhat will he do about his periods of disinterest? 
... 6. V/ill he soon lî ht out for fresher fields dripping 

\'-- ^ with the ointment of the Hawthorne Studies? 
\ 9, ikre his expectations too sanguine? 
^10. Will he soon fool that his best capacities are 
. lyin^ fallow? 
11. Do you think he can constructively subordinate 

tendencies that would operate to interfere with the 
performance of the job? 

¥ Satisfaction 
1« Hill the kind of satisfactions derived from counseling 

bo sufficient to meet his needs? 
2. i/ill he demand quick and tangible results? 
3. How v/ill he handle his dissatisfactions? 
4. V/lll he settle into a suspended state of inanition 

'] after a few abortive attempts to ,*ain a ifholesone 
* satisfaction have failed? 
5. I'/ill he seek satisfactions in escape mechanisms? 
6. ••/ill the hard knocks encountered on the job ba 

n&nimiised by his appreciation of the rewards? 
7. Will he be content with the *insignificant* results 

that is the counselor's lot? 
£*. Does his lack of ambition cause one to mistake his 

inertia for well modulated demands? 
9m i/ill he tend to i;;ajnify the tangible and less important 

aspects of the job and .viniroize the main aspects? 

B Appearance 

I Attractiveness 

I, Is his appearance devoid of unattractive c'lar-icteriatieo? 
2m Is there anything in his physical ca!:eup tlvii -yjld be a 

serious handicap in personal contacts? 
3. If there i3 a physical deficiency is it obscu^d by a 

favorable 'total' impression? 
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II Poise 

1. Is he poised? 

III Friendliness 
1. Does he hare a- natural Warmth and friendliness? 

I? Neatness 
1. Is he neat? 

V Health 
1. Is his health good? 

z/zu/kt 
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